
City of Chicago 
DISTRICT COUNCIL #  

COMMUNITY COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

MEETING MINUTES 

MEETING TYPE: ☐ Regular  ☐ Special  ☐ Closed 
MEETING DATE:  
MEETING LOCATION & ADDRESS:  
MEETING START TIME:  

Attendance & Quorum 
OMA Meeting cannot take place without 2 out of 3 members present in-person. 

District Council Member Name Attendance 
Chair: Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 
Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Quorum (2 out of 3 Members): Yes: ☐ No: ☐

Public Comment 



Approval of Minutes 
Minutes are approved by the second regular meeting after they are taken.  
Approved minutes are posted online within 10 days after approval. 

District Council Member Updates 



Discussions 



Votes 

A

D

nnouncement of Next District Council Meeting 

NEXT MEETING DATE:  
NEXT MEETING LOCATION (if available): 

istrict Council ended the meeting at: ______ 



THE PROBLEM WITH 
TRAFFIC STOPS 
IN CHICAGO

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://www.flickr.com/photos/saturnism/1849788124
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


This is not a resource shortage problem,” said 
Inspector General Deborah Witzburg. “This is about 
resource allocation.”
"On any given day, up to 600 officers are still 
technically assigned to rapid response duty, 
according to police data.“

"The bulk of officers assigned to rapid response are 
not actually tasked with focusing on 911 calls, 
according to police spokesman Thomas Ahern.

Instead, just one squad car per shift in each district 
is dedicated to the 911 duties the rapid response 
officers were originally created for, Ahern said."

"Information just released shows the tactical team that shot Dexter Reed 96 times had over 30 
complaints for previous pretextual traffic stops"



TRAFFIC STOPS OVERVIEW

WHAT IS A TRAFFIC STOP?
Any vehicle stops by a Chicago Police Department officer for an alleged violation of the traffic 
code.
• Moving violations (improper turn; failure to completely stop at a stop sign)
• Equipment violations (broken headlight or taillight; cracked windshield)
• Licensing & Registration violations (expired registration tags)

WHAT IS A PRETEXTUAL TRAFFIC STOP? 
When an officer uses any violation of the traffic code as an excuse to pull someone over, when 
their real motivation is to investigate for signs of criminal activity that they do not have reasonable 
suspicion of.



2004-2022 DATA ANALYSIS KEY FINDINGS
CPD traffic stops have dramatically increased. 

CPD’s traffic stops don’t make roadways safer. 

CPD tries to use traffic stops to fish for crime, but it doesn’t work. 

Traffic stops are racially disparate and harmful to Black and Latine drivers. 

• 700% increase from 2015-2019; on the rise again now

• Mostly stops for minor offenses, like registration or equipment violations. 

• Black drivers 6x and Latine drivers 2x more likely to be stopped than white drivers. 
• Stops have been highly concentrated on Chicago’s West and South Sides. 
• Over 97% of uses of force during traffic stops were against people of color. 

• Over 97% don’t result in arrest; over 99% don’t result in contraband recovery. 
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In 2023, only 3.7% 
of traffic stops 
resulted in a citation. 
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CITATION, ARREST, AND 
CONTRABAND RECOVERY 
REMAINED LOW IN Q4 2023
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RATIO OF BLACK DRIVERS VERSUS WHITE DRIVERS 
STOPPED IN EACH CHICAGO POLICE DISTRICT 

Black drivers were 

6x 
as likely to 

be stopped citywide



RATIO OF LATINE DRIVERS VERSUS WHITE DRIVERS 
STOPPED IN EACH CHICAGO POLICE DISTRICT 

Latine drivers were 

2x 
as likely to 
be stopped 

citywide
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RACIAL DISPARITIES IN USE OF FORCE

Over 96% 
of uses of force were 
against people of 
color



DISTRICT 14 – RACIAL DISPARITIES

2015-2021, Latine Drivers were 2.4x more 
likely to be stopped than white drivers

2015-2021, Black Drivers were 7.8x more 
likely to be stopped than white drivers



3-PRONG PLATFORM TO REDUCE RACIALLY 
DISPARATE PRETEXTUAL STOPS
For traffic code stops of vehicles, bikes, and pedestrians: 

1. Eliminate Pretextual Stops
• No stops for a traffic code violation when their primary intention is to conduct a 

suspicion-less investigation for unrelated criminal violations for which they lack 
reasonable suspicion

• Examples: Los Angeles Police Department

2. Limit Low-Level Stops
• No stops for a set of low-level traffic violations that have little to no impact on roadway 

safety, like having one broken headlight or taillight when the other is still lit, failure to 
have a license plate light, or recently expired registration

• Examples: Virginia, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Oregon, San Francisco Police Department

3. End Suspicionless Consent Searches During Traffic Stops 
• Require law enforcement to have an independent legal basis to search before asking 

consent to search a person, their vehicle, or their belongings during a stop for a traffic 
code violation

• Examples: Connecticut, Rhode Island, San Francisco Police Department



PROJECTED OUTCOMES

• More focus on roadway safety efforts and regulating dangerous driving behaviors 

• Fewer harmful interactions between civilians and police

• Reduced racial disparities in policing

• Increased trust between police and the communities they serve 

• Reduced entry into the criminal legal system and financial burden for

targeted communities

• Transformational shift in how policing is done in Chicago 

• Reduced police workload 

• More efficient criminal investigation 





COMMUNITY AND ADVOCACY GROUPS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS CALL FOR JUSTICE FOR 
DEXTER REED AND AN END TO PRETEXTUAL TRAFFIC STOPS 

April 10, 2024 
 

Yesterday we learned details about how Dexter Reed was tragically killed by Chicago Police 
Department officers during a traffic stop in Humboldt Park. This disturbing death highlights the 
urgent need to reassess how traffic stops are conducted in Chicago, particularly in communities 
already experiencing the legacy of failed public policy that has led to over-policing, segregation, 
and divestment.  

Impact for Equity and the Free2Move Coalition’s 2023 Traffic Stops Data Report reveals alarming 
realities about traffic stops: in 2023 Chicago Police Department made over 537,000 traffic stops, 
with the highest number of them concentrated in the 11th Police District, where this incident 
occurred. For example, in that Police District, CPD conducted 56,301 stops in 2023, even though 
only 55,746 drivers live there. Citywide, Black drivers are six times more likely to be stopped 
compared to their white counterparts, and the vast majority of CPD’s traffic stops are for minor 
traffic violations. Such disparities erode trust between law enforcement and communities of 
color, fail to keep communities safe, and perpetuate systemic injustices.  

Despite their widespread use, the vast majority of CPD’s traffic stops do not lead to CPD finding 
any evidence of criminal activity whatsoever. In 2023 there were no arrests made in over 97% of 
traffic stops. What’s clear is that traffic stops are not an effective tool to stop violence. In fact, 
traffic stops continue to be the most common event type where an officer points their weapon. 
Unfortunately, the use of force at a traffic stop happens far too often, and almost all uses of force 
are against people of color. In 2023, 95% of uses of force at traffic stops were against people of 
color, and 78% were against Black people.  

Impact for Equity and the Free2Move Coalition are working to create a safer, more racially 
equitable system of traffic safety in Chicago. Over the last year, we have called on Mayor Johnson, 
Superintendent Snelling, and the Community Commission for Public Safety and Accountability to 
adopt our policy platform and put an end to CPD’s practice of making pretextual traffic stops 
altogether and to limit traffic stops for low-level offenses. If CPD had adopted this policy, this 
incident may have been prevented.  The City of Chicago has the power to end these kinds of traffic 
stops today. Any delay only continues to put our communities at risk. We deserve swift and 
transformative policy change now.  
 

This stop should never have happened and there is no justification for the devastating harm that 
occurred.  We extend our condolences to Dexter Reed’s family and community for this 
irreconcilable loss of life. The Reed family is currently fundraising funeral expenses on 
GoFundMe.  
 

Please read the Free2Move Coalition and Impact for Equity’s joint traffic stop report here.  

Learn more about Free2Move’s three prong policy platform here. 

https://www.impactforequity.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/2023-Traffic-Stops-Data-Report.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/63d2d655b90633181eddd9f3/t/6536f252f6b91a20966561c0/1698099797241/V.2+-+F2M+Policy+Platform.pdf
https://www.gofundme.com/f/dexter-reed
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/63d2d655b90633181eddd9f3/t/660e299cda717d5d38a60c94/1712204191952/2023+Traffic+Stops+Data+Report+v.6+%5BFINAL%5D.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/63d2d655b90633181eddd9f3/t/6536f252f6b91a20966561c0/1698099797241/V.2+-+F2M+Policy+Platform.pdf


Signatories:  
Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago 
Active Transportation Alliance  
Alderman Daniel La Spata, 1st Ward  
Alderwoman Maria Hadden, 49th Ward 
Alees Edwards, District Councilor –  
     11th Police District   
Alexander Perez, District Councilor –  
     2nd Police District  
Anthony Bryant, District Councilor –  
     3rd Police District  
Better Streets Chicago  
BYP100  
Cannabis Equity Illinois Coalition  
Chicago Alliance Against Racist and  
     Political Repression (CAARPR)  
Chicago Appleseed Center for Fair Courts  
Chicagoland Disabled People of Color  
     Coalition (Chicagoland DPOCC) 
Color of Change  
Community Renewal Society  
David Orlikoff, District Councilor –  
     14th Police District  
Deondre Rutues, District Councilor –  
     15th Police District  
 

 
Elizabeth A. Rochford, District Councilor –  
     17th Police District  
End Permanent Punishments  
Erin Vogel, District Councilor –  
     9th Police District  
Equiticity 
Equity and Transformation  
First Defense Legal Aid  
Free2Move Coalition  
Good Kids Mad City  
Jewish Council on Urban Affairs  
Impact for Equity 
Leonardo Quintero, District Councilor –  
     12th Police District  
Metropolitan Planning Council  
Network 49  
ONE Northside  
Ponchita Moore, District Councilor –  
     5th Police District  
Southwest Organizing Project (SWOP)  
#StopShotSpotter Coalition 
Workers Center for Racial Justice  
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	MEETING TYPE: On
	Regular: Off
	Special: Off
	MEETING DATE: May 4, 2024
	MEETING LOCATION  ADDRESS: Chicago Public Library 1605 N Troy St
	MEETING START TIME: 1:06 PM
	Present: On
	Remote: Off
	Absent: Off
	Present_2: Off
	Remote_2: Off
	Absent_2: On
	Present_3: On
	Remote_3: Off
	Absent_3: Off
	Public Comment: Concerned Neighbor:Yes, it's not a comment really, but a question.The Dexter Reed case. I thought that was exactly the type of case that this this body was formed for, to investigate cases like that. The only thing what I've learned about Rex Reed so far is that the investigation is being conducted by Coppola. And by the mayor's office. So. Can can someone explain that? I mean I doubt this is the place to do it but I would like to know and then the other questions. The other question I have is who are those people across the hall?Jeff Tishauser: The Oathkeepers report about the BIA investigation. So in the report we learned that the FOP 7 lawyer you know is claiming that. Members. It's OK for members to join the Oathkeepers. The lawyer also appears to not know how. DHS works and why federal agencies do not list so-called domestic terrorist organizations. Instead they talk about domestic extremist activities that are prohibited. I hope 7th lawyer appears to be kind of giving cover to this group and I just thought it should be on your agenda. Because how are we going to enforce this new association order that your team, CCPSA right, that you're part of promoting and you know the democratic process created that? So we have a large entity with NCPD FOP 7 advocating that the Oath Keepers are not a threat. What are we doing here?Adam Burck: I'm the chairman of.a group of volunteers called the 14th District Community Committee for Public Safety and Policing Initiatives. We're going to change our name because it's kind of clunky. We aim to work cooperatively with the 14th District Council of Four Alders, other elected officials in governmental Employees to reduce crime in our communities. Anybody who's interested in that? Gentleman asked question, so I would be very happy to talk with you about that. Just to reinforce, we're just volunteer community members. There's no qualifications to join. You have to be a citizen or even a resident. Just just be interested. And we just had a meeting. And at that meeting he agreed to remind the District Council that we submitted a series of topics. Intended to address primary community. They're not recommendations to implement, but they're topics to explore. And we're requesting that the District Council acknowledge that submission and make a decision on whether they intend to look into them or not. And if anybody is interested in what those initiatives were, I do have a copy of them and I can go over them.Sally Hamman: Also I wanted to. Just point out that. The Dexter Reed.shooting and killing was done basically 2 miles from this spot.A little over 2 miles. Driving down there today made me think, wow, that's so close to where we are and to our 14th District and it really concerns me on so many levels. It seemed like, you know, five people on a tactical team, not in uniform, who immediately got out of somebody, they're not wearing a seat belt, was really extreme and I would like to have that explored for the 14th District. Also, I'd like, I'd really like to get the information about how are how our resources are allocated. How much of our resources. I'd like to know why we only have tax meetings every other month instead of monthly like we used to. I've been told it's a budget issue. Well, let's see that budget and look at it and bigger. There's a whole bunch of stuff that goes, Oh no, we don't have the budget for it, we can't do it. We can't solve these crimes by going over the two minutes.Allison Schmidt:The data shows that pretextual travel. Disproportionately black and brown communities in Chicago.Drivers are 6 times more likely to be pulled over in our city, with Latino drivers being twice as likely to be pulled over for a minor traffic violation. I strongly believe that pretextual stocks lead to targeted harm and eroded trust between law enforcement and over police communities. CPD's continued focus on minor traffic violations diverts resources from addressing more pressing safety issues such as responding to 911 calls. Ultimately resulting in a waste of government resources and bought and excuse me and taxpayer dollars.The most tragically resulting in loss of life as our city just recently witnessed with  Dexter Reed by CPD Tactical team who shot at him 96 times. Including after he had already surrendered. The CCPSA has the power to set policy for the CPD, meaning that they can act immediately to abolish pretextual traffic stops and dismantle CPD's use of tactical teams. I encourage all three of our 14th District Councillors to apply pressure on both the CCPSA and the CPD to end pretextual traffic stops and use of tactical teams, Council Orlikoff, Thank you for your dedication and persistence in pushing this conversation forward. I strongly urge that you, Councilor Laurent, do more than virtue signaling that you care about public safety, because your actions speak otherwise. We have repeatedly asked you as chair to arrange time for Commander Linas of the 14th Police District .Faayani:I'm Faayani. I'm a member of the 14th District and. I'm speaking about the Dexter Reed incident, the murder of Dexter Reed. It was a pretextual traffic stop that they said he wasn't wearing a seat belt they couldn't even see in there. And so the CSA has policy making power. And so I'm urging the district councillors to speak on behalf of the district and say that we are in support of ending pretextual traffic stops And the other demand is? Ending the tactical team. One of the officers involved in that was Thomas Panos. A 23 year old. Thomas ended up shooting at least 50 times or thereabouts, 40 or 50 times. And one of the requirements for people on the tactical team is to have three years of experience. Thomas Fanos only had two years of experience and we know that the reason why Thomas Panos was allowed on the tactical team is because his dad is on the force and so. Whenever you start feeling back the details, it's crooked and it resulted in the loss of a life. And so I'm standing in support of ending the tactical teams and ending pretextual stops. And as my neighbor Sally has mentioned, this district engages in a lot of pretextual stocks. This district pulls people over countlessly. I can't remember the corner in this very district and and meanwhile couple blocks over people complain about car break insurance. And so I also want to echo Sally's point about, you know, we need to see where resources are being allocated in this district because clearly they're not being allocated in the correct, correct place. They're going to repression and not actually keeping people safe. So that's all.Cliff Nelis: Came here today says hopefully to see this presentation before. But one of the very concerning pieces of this is that for officers had guns pointed at Dexter within 17 seconds on at least what we can see from the video and from all reports is an alleged traffic stop.And I think it asked really we need to ask the question and answer the question and urge CCPSA. The agenda which is currently being controlled closely by the President of the CCPSA.As to what constitutes excessive force in a traffic stop because all of that preceded. What we don't even have as a confirmed Dexter shot. First, there are no ballistic reports. I've watched the videos. There are some reason to believe that that happened, but whether it happened or not. I think there's a legitimate question that we have to wrestle with as to whether or not a civilian, a driver of an automobile. Is in reasonable fear for their life when four people jump out of a car, an unmarked car and plain clothes with head coverings hats. All of them had hats and brandish 4 guns at your face while trying to enter your car. Most everybody I've talked on the West side said this is how you get your car jacked and if you didn't know that they were released.
	District Council Member Updates: Councilor Orlikoff - The OIG is seeking community input on their practices on where what they should be focusing on. COPA Community Academy announcement.Briefly discussed the Complaint process and how these items are routed to the appropriate authority for examination.Spoke on the updates to the BIA investigation of CPD members associated with extremist groups, where these cases being nine Chicago police officers. Believed to have been. On the member lists for the Oath Keepers, they ruled not sustained in all instances. About two days ago, CCPSA president Driver urged the Police Department then to release all information and pending the investigation, they did release their investigatory report, which mainly showed that they interviewed the people. As was mentioned, the FOP lawyer said that simply being a member of the Oathkeepers does not show anything was essentially the contention BIA requested.Councilor Laurent - Shared the COMP STATS report of District 14 and Area 5. These are attached.Spoke about the prospect of having OEMC provide a presentation on the 9-1-1 call center and fetaures to promote safety. That presentation is scheuled for the July 2024 Meeting.
	Discussions: Councilor Orlikoff - in terms of police accountability, an issue that we heard from our constituents with a great concern is related to the stop of Dexter Reed and what transpired at that event being shot at 96 times and killed. There is a statement that was signed by two members of the 14th District Council written by the 12 police district. I can read that, however, one other thing to mention first. There was also a mention of Balistics reports or the lack thereof. And I do think that is very important because it is not difficult to get a Ballistics report, a gunpowder residue from someone's hand, or even the Ballistics from their weapon and everything involved. There is a case that I was intimately involved in that spanned decades of Howard Morgan, who is a gentleman who was convicted of attempted murder. But by all accounts that was impossible. He was actually shot 28 times, including in the back, and loaded into a body bag, his van set on fire. And he miraculously survived. He was a railroad cop who was trying to say that he had a gun and they didn't take that well. So the crazy thing is he didn't have gunpowder residue and was proven innocent of aggravated assault with his firearm. He was proven innocent of that in court and then received the second trial for for the murder charges where the judge ruled that they could not use any evidence from the defense of the aggravated assault with the firearm. So he was argued in court. It was said that he shot at these four officers. With no evidence. And they were not allowed to say he did not shoot his gun in response. Makes claim that this was pre-textural stop.Councilor Laurent - Fortunately for us, it didn't happen in the 14th District. So it's a little bit outside of our purview and I think that's the only shining factor that we can really focus on as far as that goes. I would be bereft if we didn't mention the mass shooting that took place in Brighton Park shortly after that. I think that was very tragic just as well. And I think that Officer Huesca who was gunned down on his way home from his shift that you know didn't happen in the 14th District as well. But I think we do bereft if we did talk about all criminal activities, you know no matter what side of the badge they're on. I just wanted to make certain that that we that we addressed that as well and and good faith.Councilor Orlikoff presented pre-textural traffic stops slide deck.Councilor Orlikoff - Discussed the Restorative Justice Community Courts and asked for people to pledge to participate. They meet at 10:AM on Fridays.Councilor Laurent - Laid out focus strategies for the upcoming year. with an emphasis on initiatives to explore from the volunteer group on Public Safety. Arrest Data accuracy, cross district cooperation and work with the district councils in Area 5 to identify trends and viable solutions to enhance shared goals. We will also look into Evidence -based policing efforts and how to embrace these into common practice.Councilor Orlikoff - Bicycle "peace ride" through the district. Talked a little bit about the annual budget and a desire to fund the 'Free lunch" offered at the event. Discussed the process in which to allocate funding and the timeline does not agree with the proposed process. 
	Votes: Councilor Laurent - passed the March minutes around for approval by the body. The Councilors reviewed these for accuracy. Minutes were approved by unanimous consent.
	NEXT MEETING DATE: June 1, 2024
	NEXT MEETING LOCATION if available: Chicago Public Library 3030 W Fullerton Ave
	0##: 014
	DC Chair:  Chris Laurent
	DC Member 2: Ashley Vargas
	DC Member 3: David Orlikoff
	Minutes approval: March 2024 Meeting Minutes were approved by unanimous consent.The approval of the April 2024 Meeting Minutes has been deferred for vote in June 2024. 
	End time: 3:15 PM
	Q-yes: On
	Q-no: Off


